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Abstract

The application of molecular methods is widely implemented in the traceability systems in the food sector, covering many types of food, as it is shown in this review. The rapid implementation of traceability systems in the food system is due to these techniques with high specificity, sensitivity, efficiency, and speed. In addition, compared with protein-based techniques, DNA-based techniques can be applied to any type of product, regardless of the treatment of processing to which it has been subjected. Future trends in the development of molecular or genetic tools for food traceability are focused on the search of techniques to obtain more information in the shortest time possible. Techniques that allow the identification, both at the species and population level, also facilitate the determination of the geographic origin. At present, one of the most promising techniques is the Digital PCR (dPCR), which allows the analysis of samples containing mixtures of species with high sensitivity and in a single assay, making multiple reactions in parallel through a nanofluidic chip. The application of emerging technologies, microfluidics, and nanotechnology in the development of molecular methods will obtain greater sensitivity, discriminatory power, reproducibility, and speed, thus increasing its potential in the traceability of the food sector.
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Introduction

The utilization of Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID) has a great potential for traceability, logistics, supply chain management, and quick response systems. RFID is a mean of product automatic identification (Auto-ID) where the product can even identify itself without human intervention, independently of line-of-sight, in motion, and simultaneously with other items.

The automated monitoring of processing, displacement, and storage of food items or lots of bulk materials, defined in traceable units, has a precise state-of-the art manufacturing process which is not only considered merely an internal traceability system, but an extraordinary tool to control, manage, and model the process, as well as to share traceability data with the other stakeholders, improving the performances of the supply chain [32].

Besides, certain RFID applications play a role in continuously sensing and monitoring parameters which are highly involved in value creation in perishable product food chains.

Genetic methods are the most commonly used because of their advantages over the morphological characters or protein-based methods. Although DNA may be altered with various food processes, this molecule is far more resistant and heat-stable than proteins, allowing the amplification by PCR of small DNA regions which are sufficient to enable identification even in the case of DNA fragmentation.

Besides, given the degeneration of the genetic code and the presence of non-coding regions, this molecule provides more information than proteins [15]. Another advantage of DNA is that this marker can potentially be extracted from any species in virtually any kind of organic substrate, such as muscle, fin, or blood, because it is present in all cells of an organism [17,35].

The verification of traceability in food products by genetic techniques consists in checking the identity of the species that make those products. This gives a response to one or more of the above questions [11].

The main types of molecular techniques for species identification, detection, and authentication are Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR), PCR–Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphism (PCR-RFLP), Forensically Informative Nucleotide Sequencing (FINS), Real-Time PCR (RT-PCR), digital PCR (dPCR), and Next-Generation Sequencing (NGS). Other techniques applied to traceability are the PCR-Length Polymorphism (PCR-LP), used, for instance, in the case of the microsatellites analysis and the Single Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNP) used for large-scale genotyping using high-throughput technologies. These last two techniques are used to determine at the population, stock, variety, or cultivar level and are particularly relevant when it comes to authenticate the origin or identity of products included in the European marks of Protected Designation of Origin (PDO) or Protected Geographical Indication (PGI).

The coupling of mass spectrometry to plasma methods of atomization/ionization of samples provides one of the most sensitive techniques for the determination of trace and ultra-trace elements: Inductively Coupled Plasma-Mass Spectrometry or ICP-MS. This technique has been used since the 1980s in several fields of application, and it has been at least since the 1990s that it has shown
An RFID system consists basically in the communication between an interrogator (and reader) and a tag (or transponder) (Figure 5.1). Both interrogator and tag contain an antenna, which transmits and receives in a communication channel where the reader sends information to the tag (forward link) and the tag answers to the reader (reverse link).

Tags can be categorized as passive, semi passive, or active: passive tags do not contain a battery and are powered by the energy harvested from the electromagnetic field emitted by the interrogator; semi passive tags or Battery Assisted Passive (BAP) contain a battery which is used only to power the tag IC and is not for communication; and active tags, which have a battery that supplies power to all functions.

In farm dairies, radio-frequency systems for livestock traceability are used coupled to automatic milking systems to trace milk lots delivered to cheese manufacturing plants. Milking yields, oestrus detection, rumination, and individual grain feeding can be monitored individually using RFID coupled to other sensing devices and actuators.

The traceability of milk presents the same criticalities as other liquid or bulk products, which are usually stored in tanks and progressively merged during the production process [6]. Farm milk records (farm number, size of the lot, date, and hour of delivery) as well as analytical determined quality parameters (eg, pH, presence of antibiotic residues, protein and fat content, somatic cell number, and total microbial count) have to be recorded.

De Las Morenas [9], proposed an RFID solution to trace and monitor the temperature of milk sample vials collected in farms during the transport, which improves reliability in milk analysis for high-quality milk bonus payment.

During the steps of merging milk stored in silos to the first operations in cheese production, traceability can be maintained at the processed milk lot level since the cheese reaches its solid state. Then, Auto-ID technologies can be put in place to identify smaller cheese lots or single cheese wheels.

Cheese identification is very critical due to the environmental conditions during the manufacturing phases (curd molding, pressing, dry or brine salting, ripening) and frequent product handling (eg, daily turning, brushing, and scraping during ripening). For these reasons, traditional identification methods cannot be used for item-level identification.

Research studies have demonstrated [3,29,28,30] that, if properly coated by special resins or plastic materials approved for food contact, RFID passive (LF or HF) transponders could be directly inserted in the cheese rind (Figure 1). In this case the tag can be reutilized after a proper sanitization, reducing costs.

The transparency in dairy products is an important issue regarding interests of the consumer due not only to the economic point of view, but also sanitary requirements, food allergies, or religious practices [14,20,25]. Also the absence of proper labeling, indicating the possibility of even traces of determinate milk in any dairy products, can be a risk for allergic persons, becoming a safety issue [2]. The detection of milk species is important in cheese making too, especially those made from one pure species and with PDO, such as pure sheep or pure goat cheeses. In addition, some cheeses are manufactured with defined proportions of each type of milk, making the quantification in traceability system important [5,37]. Several analytical approaches have been developed to apply in the traceability of milk products, the principal ones being electrophoretic, immunological, chromatographic, and molecular [20]. Among these analytical strategies the molecular techniques stand out for their robustness, reliability, sensitivity, and specificity, and their applicability, regardless of the treatment to which the product has been submitted (thermally-treated milks such as pasteurized milk, ultra-pasteurized, and powder milks). Among the molecular methods applied to the traceability of dairy products are mainly PCR, PCR-RFLP, and RT-PCR [1,7,10,16,18,19,21].

Many works focused on differentiation of the species in dairy products are based on primers developed for the differentiation of species of meat. These ones are combined with new primers, and the conditions for validating the methodology and its application are optimized. The most recent works combine the simultaneous identification of various species and quantification by RT-PCR [7,10,19].

Among the methodologies developed for the simultaneous identification of species in dairy products are the work of [13], who developed a method for the identification of cows, sheep, goats, and water buffalo in dairy products by multiplex PCR followed by fragment size analysis by capillary electrophoresis. Other works comprise the identification and quantification of species in dairy products. [10]

Describe a Real-Time PCR methodology for calculating the bovine and buffalo content in milk and meat-derived food products. It also highlights the work of [2], who developed a quadruplex quantitative Real-Time PCR (qPCR) methodology for the rapid identification of DNA of cows, goats, sheep and buffalo in dairy products, as well as quantification of cow DNA.

The evolution of technology and the introduction of new techniques, such as digital PCR, will allow the development of increasingly sensitive and specific methodologies, promoting its implementation in the dairy sector and routine control tools as an indispensable part of the traceability system.
The Fundamental Parts of an ICP-MS Instrument are the Following

**Introduction system:** a device carrying samples to the nebulizer, usually in liquid form. A peristaltic pump is the most common device, providing a constant uptake flow rate. An automatized system, such as an auto sampler, can be present in order to optimize analysis time and consumption of reagents.

**Nebulization system:** its task is transforming the sample from a liquid solution to a spray composed of light drops by means of an incident argon flow. The lightest are the drops, where the most analytes are carried to the plasma.

**ICP compartment:** the argon plasma is generated on top of a torch, and it is fed by interaction with the electromagnetic field generated by a radiofrequency source. When the nebulized sample enters in the plasma, it is instantaneously desolvated and atomized; then atoms are turned into ions depending on the ionization potential of the respective elements.

**Interface:** the vapor containing ions and atoms is driven by argon through an interface made of two subsequent cones, the skimmer and the sampler cone, which allow the focalization of ions into a small volume.

**Mass spectrometer:** a quadrupole or a hexapole allowing the separation of ions according to their m/z ratios.

**Detection system:** an electron multiplier that transform ion signals into electric pulses.

ICP-MS instruments with low-resolution quadrupole mass spectrometers allow determination of trace and ultra-trace elements with good accuracy and sensitivity. Using high-resolution MS systems, higher accuracy, precision, and sensitivity are guaranteed and, in addition, it becomes possible to determine isotope ratios of heavy elements (strontium, lead, etc.) which are considered among the best chemical markers for food authentication and traceability; with these features, ICP-MS becomes a member of the group of techniques allowing the determination of isotope ratios which is collectively termed Isotope Ratio Mass Spectrometry, or IRMS, which in turn is a major part of Stable Isotope Analysis, or SIA.

The scientific literature on ICP-MS is at present huge, both in terms of books and journal articles. In-depth analysis on the theoretical basis of the technique and on its applications can be found, among others, in [23,36].
There are good perspectives for the application of ICP-MS in the field of food classification. Its use for the determination of inorganic parameters in foodstuffs will surely increase, in particular to complement other techniques such as SIA of light elements. Instrumentations of higher sensitivity and resolution are being developed that yield better analytical results in terms of reliability of data. The great potential of strontium and trace elements as geochemical markers will be surely improved by these performances. A key role will also be played by a greater comprehension of the mechanisms involved in the relationship among soil and plants and of the processes involved in food production chains.

The production chain of milk is relatively easy to manage. From grass to milk passing through the stomach of the producing animal, inorganic compounds (be them nutrients or contaminants) undergo a fast transfer. Therefore, milk composition should reflect well the environmental conditions to which the animal is exposed, including soil, water, and diet. It must be considered, though, that the commercial value of milk hardly justifies a classification study. A particular case is the one of buffalo milk, which is used to produce Mozzarella di Bufala Campana DOP cheese, a well-known product of the Italian dairy industry.

Benincasa [4] analyzed cow and buffalo milk samples produced in the same farm under identical environmental, feeding, and animal husbandry conditions; multielement profiling from major to trace elements and subsequent chemometric treatment of data with LDA discriminated the two animal species, providing a good way of identifying the fraudulent labeling of milk and associated by-products such as Mozzarella cheese.

Definitely more complicated is the production chain of dairy products. The composition of such products starts from milk but further on is strongly influenced by factors involving chemical transformations: processing, aging, activity and quality of microbial flora, addition of substances with various roles, etc. In addition, most dairy products are indeed alive products in the sense that they host microbial species breeding on a rich substrate; their metabolism generates continuously evolving chemical compounds. According to these features, it is hard to find the link with soil; a rare case is the one presented by [34], who analyzed Bryndza sheep cheese produced in nine regions of Slovakia, finding good correlations among trace element concentrations in pasture soils, grasses, milk and cheese products, and by-products; apparently, that particular cheese-making process did not significantly affect the link between the soil and the final product. Similar results were obtained by [33], who found an excellent agreement in the values of δ87Sr in soils, milk, and cheese samples from the same site, confirming the role of strontium isotopes as soil tracers.

Authentication schemes can be developed more easily on the basis of inorganic parameters. [31] Suggested the use of isotope ratio analysis, including δ87Sr, in order to determine the geographic provenance of butter [29], were able to distinguish Emmental cheeses produced in six European regions (Allgau in Germany; Bretagne and Savoie in France, Finland, and Switzerland; and Vorarlberg in Austria) with multielement profiling coupled with stable isotope ratios (δ87Sr) and determination of radioactive elements (90Sr, 234U, 238U). Classification succeeded using all the variables determined, including isotope ratios of light elements, but it was only partially efficient when a single class of parameters was used alone. [24] Correctly classified a large number of PDO cheeses produced in Northern Spain using Ca, P, and Na as variables.

**Conclusion**

There are good perspectives for the application of ICP-MS in the field of food classification. Its use for the determination of inorganic parameters in foodstuffs will surely increase, in particular to complement other techniques such as SIA of light elements. Instrumentations of higher sensitivity and resolution are being developed that yield better analytical results in terms of reliability of data. The great potential of strontium and trace elements as geochemical markers will be surely improved by these performances. A key role will also be played by a greater comprehension of the mechanisms involved in the relationship among soil and plants and of the processes involved in food production chains.
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